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Change Mgmt. 

Challenges 
Manual approvals and a lack of change 
policy management hinder continuous 
delivery 

Multiple hours wasted 
per week on 

completing change 
forms 

Negative impact 

on MTTR 

' 

' 

Pending approvals slow 

down releases for 

days if not weeks 

' -------------------------------

Slower time to market 

---------------------------------
' 

Subjective change forms 

allow developers to 
bypass approval 

requirements 

Higher change failure 

rate 

Common 

Misconceptions 

0 
Deployment Frequency 

months vs weeks 

8 
Lead time for changes 

days vs minutes 

Time to restores service 

days vs hours 

change failure rate 

16-30%



Change Mgmt. 

Outcomes 
'High Velocity' via automation 

Pipeline improvements 

Deliver more features 

Intelligent approvals 

Document changes 

Deploy velocity 
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Business outcomes 

Save hours lost to manually 
logging changes 

Improve developer productivity 

Reduce software induced 
major incidents 

Enhance release efficiency 

Improved audit trails and 
DevOps ecosystem traceability 



Integration 

Goals 
Enrich approval intelligence by aggregating toolset meta-data 

-- --

0 239 0 

Create policies that 
assign risk profiles for all 

changes occurring 
in Cl/CD pipeline 

11 =====-_ 0 
Optimize approval 

workflows, and avoid 
wasted dev time completing 

change forms 

-----------► 

-----------► 

*--
Use data to build objective 

risk scores per change, 
and use scores to 

auto approve low-risk releases 

Enable developers to 
release faster 







Customer 

Success 

Automate manual logging of software changes to 

achieve 'High Velocity' within a customer's Cl/CD pipeline 
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Customer Challenges 

Complex legagcy change 
approval process slows down build 

velocity 

Lack of developer data creates 
challenges for CAB approvals 

Reduce software induced major 
incidents 

Customer Goals 

■ 
Automate change management in

the Cl/CD process

■ 
Let developers deliver features more

quickly without compromising quality

and velocity

■ Centralize and standardize all data
required for business insights and

audits

DevOps + NOW Integrations 

■ Modernized change management process via intelligent approvals

■ Integrated DevOps tools into NOW for meta-data aggregation

■ Automated DevOps change process for seamless integration into

NOW platform



Customer 

Outcomes 

0 
Reduce overhead 

through Approval Automation 

Hours saved/week 

from automated 

approvals 

0 
Improvement in build time 

and release efficiency through 

enahanced Pipeline Visibility 

more releases to 

production/month 

Enhanced Pipeline control 

to reduce committ revert� 

reduced 

Revert rate 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Reduced software induced 

major incidents 

reduced 

outages 




